Embracing Global Learning: Multifaceted campus/community partnerships to combat human trafficking
Multidisciplinary Campus and Community Partners
Core team

Working together, this team of IU professionals and faculty, with the nonprofit Alliance for Freedom, Restoration, and Justice (AFRJ) and its Justice U initiative... Are creating experiential student learning opportunities at IU for students to combat human trafficking through education and community engagement.

bit.ly/combathumantrafficking
Additional partners

1. Faculty from
   - IU Maurer School of Law
   - IU O’Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs

2. Community Partners
   - Indiana Trafficking Victims Assistance Program
   - AFRJ’s Freedom Council (business professionals)
Engaging IU Students and the Off-Campus Community
Multi-pronged student engagement

• Student volunteers

• Credit-bearing practicum for graduate students (expanding to undergraduates in Spring 2020)

• Summer Innovation Lab
Multi-pronged student engagement

Flexible paths for involvement allows for multiple types of engagement and with diverse student engagement multidisciplinary perspectives.
On and Off-Campus Presentations & Outreach
Products and Outcomes
Learning Outcomes for Students

• New skills
• Connecting to social justice
• Increased knowledge
• Taking informed action
• Experience working in teams
Advancing Justice University

1. Preliminary market research
2. Beta testing
Wrap-Up and Future Directions
Seeking funding to

1. Advance in-person advocacy projects across Indiana
2. Incorporate undergraduate students more extensively
3. Continue developing Justice U
Contact us:

Center for the Study of Global Change
global@iu.edu
(812) 856-5523

AFRJ
justiceu@engagetogether.com
Discussion
Feedback

1. Suggestions
2. Reactions
3. Questions
Let’s Stay Connected

1. Emails, and then …
   – Google site, LinkedIn, other?